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Abstract

Three-dimensional (3D) shape profiling is an important and practical prob-

lem that is being widely studied in the academia and applied in industrial

field. In the present work we propose a 3D scanning technique based on

the combination of orthogonal fringe projection. It allows us to compute

depth field gradient maps in a fast and efficient manner by measuring the

local bending of the projected fringes. In the present work we extend the

ideas presented in out previous work [1], obtaining a more general analyt-

ical description and evaluating in-depth the different parameters and steps

involved in the proposed approach. In addition, extensive validation experi-

ments are presented which show the potential and limitations of the proposed

framework.
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1. Introduction1

Scene understanding is one of the most challenging and popular prob-2

lems in the field of computer vision. Robots and computers needs to extract3

three-dimensional (3D) information of scenes in order to understand the en-4

vironment and be able to perform task that for humans may be trivial. To5

make this possible a wide variety of methods for 3D scene reconstruction6

have been proposed. In a first rough classification 3D scanning techniques7

can be divided into Contact and Non-contact methods. Contact based meth-8

ods generally provide very accurate results, nevertheless as they involve me-9

chanical movements of a probe device from one point to another, they share10

some drawbacks; e.g. data acquisition can be very time consuming, they11

are limited to static and rigid scenes, they are sensitive to vibrations and12

temperature variations, and finally they need to contact the objects. One13

example of such methods is the Coordinates Measuring Machine (CMMs)14

[2]. On the other hand, non-contact methods have become popular in the15

last decades and they are nowadays the mainly used methods for 3D shape16

reconstruction. Many commercial devices are being used [3, 4], for exam-17

ple in automobile industry the ATOS scanner of Gesellschaft fur Optische18

Messtechnik [5].19

There are different kinds of non-contact methods, we will particularly20

focus on optical methods. They can be divided into three categories: Time21

delay based, Image cue based and Triangulation based. The first class of22

methods operates using some kind of transreceiver device [6] that emits a23

signal which is received after being reflected by the test surface; then, the24

delay or any distortion in the reflected signal is measured and related to25
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the depth of the scene [7]. The second class of methods, uses some cues26

on images which under certain hypothesis allow to extract three-dimensional27

information, examples of such methods are Depth from focus and defocus28

(DFF/DFD) methods [8, 9, 10]. Finally, the third class of methods uses -at29

least- two elements in order to obtain geometrical information of the scene30

by means of triangulation [4, 5, 11, 12]. Some methods use two or more31

cameras (multi-view stereo [13]), while other methods use one camera and32

control illumination sources e.g. Structured light [14, 15, 1], Photometric33

stereo [16], Phase Shifting [17, 18, 11, 19, 20] and Lasers Scans [4]. Methods34

that control or set illumination conditions are called active in contrast with35

passive methods in which just the relative position between the camera(s) and36

the objects is considered. Despite the differences that exist between Active37

and Passive approaches, they are based on the same geometrical principles38

[21, 22].39

Numerous techniques for surface imaging by structured light are currently40

available. We can classify existing methods into two categories: Single-Shot41

and Multi-Shot as illustrated in Fig. 1 (see for example [23, 24, 25] and42

references therein). When the target object is static and the applications do43

not impose restriction over the acquisition time, multiple-shots approaches44

may be used. However, if the target is a moving scene, single shot methods45

must be applied. These methods has also an important advantage, they46

do not require any synchronization between the projector and the camera/s47

which leads to a simpler and cheaper implementation.48

The present work extends our previous work [1] where we presented a49

novel 3D scanning technique which can be identified as Single-Shot, Active50
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Figure 1: Classification of most popular structured light frameworks.

Approach. In our previous work, we introduced the fundamental aspects and51

theory of the novel method under certain hypothesis. In the present work52

a more general analytical description is addressed which has less hypothesis53

and raises some previous restrictions. A geometrical interpretation of the54

proposed techniques is also presented which allows us to understand in a more55

simple and intuitive way the Differential 3D (D3D) approach. In addition,56

we significantly extend experimental validation and we explore the effect of:57

the integration step, different noise sources, the light power of the projected58

pattern, and fringes’ width.59

The rest of this work is organized as follows: Section 2 extends and ex-60

plains the proposed frameworks, Section 3 presents the experimental analysis,61
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and finally, Section 4 concludes the work.62

2. Description of proposed approach63

In this section we will introduce a method for 3D surface retrieval that64

can be identified as a single shot, structured light approach. In contrast65

with most single shot techniques [23] (e.g. Color Coded Stripes, Gray Scale66

Coded Stripes, De Brujin Sequence, Pseudo Random Binary Dots, Mini-67

Patterns and Color Coded Grids), the proposed method does not require68

finding correspondences or matching steps.69

As was demonstrated in [1] the pattern deformation D and surface height70

are related by,71

h ≈ D
H2

B f
(1)

where f is the focal length, H is the distance to the reference plane and B72

is the distance between camera’s and projector’s center.73

We are presenting a differential 3D shape profiling method that is based74

on the combination of orthogonal fringes projection. It allows us to compute75

depth gradient maps in a fast and efficient manner. The procedure we are76

proposing consists in measuring the partial derivatives of the disparity D (i.e.77

pattern shift), and then, to integrate them with the purpose of retrieving78

h(x, y) using Eq. (1).79

Let us assume that we are projecting a rectangular fringe pattern of80

period p in the x and y direction over a test surface, where I(x, y) is the81

pattern acquired by the camera, and θ the angle of the direction in which82

the projector was translated with respect to the camera (as illustrated in83

Fig. 2).84
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Figure 2: Illustration of the acquisition setup.

Different strategies can be followed to combine vertical and horizontal85

fringes in a unique pattern. One can for example, code vertical fringes in86

the blue channel of the projector and horizontal fringes in the red one. Of87

course this would limit us to work with a color pair camera-projector. Other88

option is to combine both fringes in a unique -gray- pattern by summing or89

multiplying them [26]. In that case, if D(x, y) has a narrow spectral band90

i.e. Dx,y � 1 (where Dx and Dy denote the partial derivative with respect91

to x and y respectively) one can recover vertical and horizontal components92

by filtering in the Fourier domain.93

Therefore, it does not matter if the projected fringes are binary, sinu-94

soidal1 or are codded in different colors; without loss of generality, by a95

1If we intend to project a sinusoidal pattern we may first follow some calibration steps

[27] or some novel projections techniques [20, 18, 17] which overcomes camera and projector

nonlinear response.
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filtering process, one obtains96

Ih(x, y) = I0(x, y) cos ((2π/p)(y −D(x, y) sin (θ))) (2)

and97

Iv(x, y) = I0(x, y) cos ((2π/p)(x−D(x, y) cos (θ))) (3)

where I0(x, y) is a function of the reflectance of the test surface, and Ih/Iv de-98

note images with horizontal/vertical deformed fringes respectively. As usual,99

we are assuming2 that I0(x, y) is a low-frequency function in comparison with100

the frequency of the spatial carrier, i.e. ∂I0
∂i
� 2π/p, where i = x, y.101

Then, by taking partial derivatives with respect to the x and y coordi-102

nates, from Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) one obtains103

Ihi(x, y) ≈ −(2π/p)I0(x, y) sin [(2π/p) (y −D(x, y) sin (θ))] (yi−Di(x, y) sin (θ))

(4)104

Ivi(x, y) ≈ −(2π/p)I0(x, y) sin [(2π/p) (x−D(x, y) cos (θ))] (xi−Di(x, y) cos (θ))

(5)

where xi = 1 and yi = 0 for i = x, and xi = 0, yi = 1 for i = y.105

Hence, it is easy to demonstrate that106

−Dx sin (θ)

1−Dy sin (θ)
=
Ihx(x, y)

Ihy(x, y)
(6)

and107

−Dy cos (θ)

1−Dx cos (θ)
=
Ivy(x, y)

Ivx(x, y)
. (7)

2If this hypothesis does not hold, we can remove it acquiring an additional picture of

the scene just with the ambient illumination and using it for normalization.
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Finally, one obtain:108

Dx =

Ihx
Ihy

(
1 + Ivy

Ivx
tan (θ)

)
sin (θ)

(
Ihx
Ihy

Ivy
Ivx
− 1
) and Dy =

Ivy
Ivx

(
1 + Ihx

Ihy

1
tan(θ)

)
cos (θ)

(
Ihx
Ihy

Ivy
Ivx
− 1
) . (8)

We conclude that the gradient of the disparity (D) can be calculated in109

a simple manner as a function of the derivatives of Ih and Iv components of110

the image acquired by the camera I(x, y).111

After obtaining the partial derivatives ∂D/∂x and ∂D/∂y, we must in-112

tegrate them to obtain D(x, y) (≈ hB f
H2 ). For this we can follow any of the113

integration approaches described in previous literature [28, 29], we summa-114

rize some of them in Appendix A.115

Geometrical interpretation116

Complementing the analytical description performed previously, we will117

address now a geometrical deduction of Eq. (8). This intuitive interpreta-118

tion of the method helps the understanding of the proposed approach, and119

it allows us to detect some aspects we may take into account to improve120

method’s performance.121

Let us consider a synthetic example; Fig. 3(a) shows a test surface with122

height z(x, y) that contains a ramp and some Gaussian peaks. If we project123

the patterns shown in Fig. 3(b-d) over the test surface, we would obtain124

deformed patterns as simulated in Fig. 3(e-g). In this set of simulations,125

we supposed that the projector was translated the same distance along x126

and y coordinates (i.e. θ = π/4) and the constant K = Bf/H2 (Eq. (1))127

was arbitrary set as K = 1/5. In a practical problem the value of K may128

be estimated e.g. by obtaining the disparity map of a surface with known129

dimensions.130
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Figure 3: Example of simulated data. (b-d) Illustrates different ways of combining hor-

izontal and vertical fringes in a single pattern. In (b) vertical and horizontal fringes are

multiplied, in (c) fringes are summed, and (d) fringes are coded in the blue and red chan-

nels.

.

As we can see, projected patterns are deformed when they are projected131

over a surface according to its height. For instance let us assume that we132

are analyzing just the deformation of the horizontal fringes. As has been133

demonstrated [1], each pixel in the original pattern will be shifted some134

distance proportional to surface height. Figure 4 illustrates the shift of some135

point (x1, y1) compare to its neighbor (x2, y2).136

We can relate the image gradient and the disparity partial derivative by:137

−Ihx
Ihy

= tan (α) =
(D(x2, y2)−D(x1, y1)) sin (θ)

x2 − x1

. (9)

If we define the vector ~u = (x2 − x1, y2 − y1) the previous expression can be138

rewrite as (where we divide and multiplied by |~u|):139

−Ihx
Ihy

= tan (α) =
D(~x+ ~u)−D(~x)

|~u|

∣∣∣∣
~x=(x1,y1)

|~u|
x2 − x1

sin (θ) (10)
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Figure 4: Geometrical interpretation.

.

By taking the limit when |~u| → 0, we obtain:140

−Ihx
Ihy

= tan (α) =
∂D(x1, y1)

∂u

1

cos (α)
sin (θ) (11)

which using directional derivatives’ properties can be transformed into,141

tan (α) =
−Ihx
Ihy

= (Dx +Dy tan (α)) sin (θ) (12)

leading to142

tan (α) =
Ihx
Ihy

=
−Dx sin (θ)

1−Dy sin (θ)
. (13)

Notice that the expression matches with those obtained in Eq. (6). Analo-143

gously we can relate vertical fringes deformation with D partial derivatives144

recovering,145

Ivy
Ivx

=
−Dy cos (θ)

1−Dx cos (θ)
. (14)

Expressions (13) and (14) allow us to directly relate the variations on146

surface depth to the local bending of the fringes. This geometrical under-147

standing of the method is also very useful to intuitively interpret some imple-148

mentation details and properties of the presented technique. As we can see,149
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Figure 5: (a) Shows the simulated image with horizontal fringes (obtained from the red

channel of the color image illustrated in Fig. 3(g)). (b) Shows one zoomed region of

the image, where overlapped we display in red the vectors (Dx sin (θ) , 1 −Dy sin (θ)) (as

illustrated in Fig. 4) and in blue the gradient of the image ∇I. (c) Shows absolute value of

the angular error (measured in degrees) between the angle α obtained from image gradients

and the value obtained from surface depth variations.

as the depth partial derivatives are computed from the gradient’s direction,150

large error may occur in those areas with very weak variations (illustrated151

with green dotted ellipses in Fig. 5(b)). In such areas, as the gradient is152

very weak its direction becomes noisy, and the estimation of surface depth153

variations inaccurate. To mitigate this problem we may smooth fringes tran-154

sitions, by this, we can increase the number of points that provide a reliable155

gradient estimation. Figure 6 shows the smoothed input image, its gradients156

and the new errors.157

The second main source of error in gradient estimation are discontinuities158

of the test surface, as illustrated in the first example on Fig. 7. When there159

is a discontinuity in the surface, the projected pattern suffers a discontinuous160

deformation in which image gradients are not any more orthogonal to depth161

partial derivatives. This kind of errors may be also present in continuous162
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Figure 6: (a) Smooth version of 5(a) obtained applying a convolution between the binary

fringes and a Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation σ = 0.8px). (b) Shows one zoomed

region of the image, were overlapped we display in red the vectors (Dx sin (θ) , 1−Dy sin (θ))

(as illustrated in Fig. 4) and in blue the gradient of the image ∇I. (c) Shows absolute

value of the angular error (measured in degrees) between the value of the angle α obtained

from image gradients and one obtained from surface depth variations).

but very abrupt variations of the test surface, as illustrated in the second163

example shown in Fig. 7. There, a narrow peak produces the merge of two164

different fringes causing errors in gradient estimation.165

Finally, we summarize other common sources of error that may be present166

and we give some suggestions to minimize their effects.167

• Low gradients in the interior regions of the fringes.168

We can slightly smooth acquired images, in addition we can also use the169

module of image’s gradient to estimate a quality map for the estimated170

depth gradients.171

• Surface discontinuities or extreme height variations.172

This is the most challenging source of error. If we can estimate the173

position of these points, we could integrate the gradient field through174

the smooth regions avoiding discontinuities.175
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Figure 7: As in Figs. 5 and 6 we illustrate the simulated image with horizontal fringes,

image gradients compared with depth level sets orientation, and finally the angular errors.

We illustrate in this particular image two particular areas where errors may be expected,

in the first row we zoomed an area where a discontinuity in the depth map occurs. And

in the second row we zoomed a region where we have a narrow peak.
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• Surface reflectance and ambient illumination.176

If surface reflectance varies slowly (compared with fringes variations)177

this should not be a problem; if not, one can take an additional im-178

age (with just the ambient illumination) and compensate both surface179

reflectance and ambient illumination.180

• Projector or camera deformation.181

We are assuming that the projector and the camera do not introduce182

significant geometrical deformation. If they do, we can calibrate[30, 31]183

both camera and projector and then to process the rectified images.184

3. Experimental results185

In this section we will experimentally analyze the main features of the186

proposed technique (which we will call from now on D3D acronym for Dif-187

ferential 3D). In particular we will address the following questions: How can188

we handle the different sources of error described previously? When we want189

to retrieve a test surface from its gradients: Which is the impact of the in-190

tegration step? In addition, we will compare the accuracy of the proposed191

technique with some popular methods for 3D shape retrieval, e.g. the pro-192

jection of binary coded stripes (from now on BCS ), Takeda’s approach [21]193

(from now on Tak) and a Three-steps Phase Shifting approach (from now194

on PS ). After this we will explore the performance of the proposed tech-195

nique, when we acquire under uncontrolled ambient illumination, and when196

we vary fringes’ width. Finally, we will test the proposed method scanning a197

person face while it is moving which will show the potential of the proposed198

technique to analyze dynamic and complex scenes.199
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Proposed method analysis200

As was mentioned previously, due to empirical errors and surface discon-201

tinuities one obtain after measuring fringes deformation a noisy -in general202

non integrable3- gradient field. In order to retrieve the target surface, we203

must follow some robust integration approach. [Agrawal Thesis [32] is an204

excellent survey of some robust integration approaches, in Appendix A we205

briefly describe those integration methods used in the present work]. In a206

first experiment, we will analyze the Ramp-Peaks example. Figure 8-(a)207

shows the ground truth surface, sub-figures (b) and (c) show the true x and208

y partial derivatives of the test surface respectively. Sub-figures (d) and (e)209

show the x and y estimated partial derivatives by following the proposed210

approach. As we can see, sparse errors (due to low gradients) and errors due211

to surface discontinuities are present in the retrieved gradient field. The first212

kind of errors, do not represent a hard problem as they are sparse, therefore213

we found that a nonlinear median-like filter is enough to remove them and214

achieve accurate reconstructions. On the other hand, the errors due to sur-215

face discontinuities do represent a more challenging problem as they lead to216

large and connected regions with outliers. Because of that, even robust inte-217

gration approaches tend to miss surface discontinuities; see e.g. the results il-218

lustrated in Figure 8 where we show the surfaces obtained by integrating with219

(see Appendix A): (f) Least Squares (LS) approach, (g) Fankot-Chellappa220

(FC), (h) M-estimator (M) integration approach, (j) surface obtained follow-221

ing Anisotropic Diffusion (AD) integration and (k) L1-norm minimization222

3i.e. the irrotational constraint does not hold
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Figure 8: (a) Original test surface. (b) Ground truth x-partial derivative. (c) Ground

truth y-partial derivative. (d) Estimated x-partial derivative following D3D method. (e)

Estimated y-partial derivative following D3D method. (f) Surface obtained by integrating

the gradient field illustrated in (c-d) following (see Appendix A) Least Squares (LS) ap-

proach . (g) Surface obtained following Fankot-Chellappa (FC) integration approach. (h)

Surface obtained following M-estimator (M) integration approach. (i) Surface obtained

following LS integration approach including binary weight. (j) Surface obtained following

Anisotropic Diffusion (AD) integration approach. (k) Surface obtained following L1-norm

minimization (L1) integration approach.
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(L1). To handle errors due to surface discontinuities we propose to detect223

these points, and assign zero weight to them during the integration process.224

For example, in the present experiment we estimate a discontinuity map by225

comparing on the estimated gradient field each pixel with its neighborhood.226

If the difference was above certain threshold we set the integration weight to227

zero. [We refer to this method as WLS acronym for Weighted Least Squares].228

In addition we found that the discontinuity map can be improved if we ap-229

ply dilatation and erosion morphological operations (as discontinuities areas230

tend to be connected segments of several pixels). Figure 8-(i) shows the re-231

sult obtained following the previous described approach. As we can see, if we232

consider the proposed weights we can improve the reconstruction precision233

specially for surfaces that have large discontinuities. Table 1 summarizes234

some numerical results.

Method LS FC M WLS AD L1

RMSE (%) 19.1 19.8 19.1 4.3 19.0 20.8

Rel. Time 2.3 1.0 16.5 2.6 65.8 50.8

Table 1: Comparison of some integration techniques for the Ramp-Peaks experiment. The

root mean squared error is displayed as a percentage of surface amplitude, and execution

time of the algorithms are normalized with respect to the fastest one.

235

We can now move a step forward and analyze in a second series of exper-236

iments more complex and realistic data such as human faces. To that end237

we considered some examples of the Texas 3D Face Recognition Database238

[33, 34].239

Figure 9 illustrates the relative root mean square error for different pre-240

processing filters over thirty human faces. As we can see, a nonlinear prepro-241
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cessing step (e.g. a median like filter with a 4×4 size) improves the accuracy242

on surface reconstruction while fine details of the faces are kept as can be243

seen in Fig. 10.

Figure 9: Root mean squared error (relative to surface amplitude) for some fast algorithms

(LS, WLS, FC) varying the width of the median filter used to preprocess the input gradient

field. In the graphic is shown the mean value and each individual RMSE error obtained

for 30 faces of the Texas database.

244

Table 2 summarizes some of the numerical results obtained for the test245

face display in Fig. 10. As can be seen, the proposed 3D gradient approach246

is capable of retrieving most face details, even if the surface presents discon-247

tinuities and noise.248
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Figure 10: Example of a face surface of the Texas Database reconstructed by different

integration approaches. The retrieved gradient field was preprocessed width a 4×4 median

filter.

Method LS FC M WLS AD L1

RMSE (%) 3.7 8.5 3.4 2.4 3.2 0.81

Ex. Time 12s 2s 24s 6s 5m32s 5m23s

Table 2: Comparison of some integration techniques for one face of the Texas Database.

The root mean squared error is display as a percentage of surface amplitude, and execution

time where correspond to a experiment performed in MATLAB on a machine with Intel

Core i5 CPU M 430 @ 2.27GHz x 4, the size of the discrete input gradients (p and q) was

750× 500 pixels.
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Comparison with other 3D retrieve techniques249

In this second series of experiments, we repeat some of the previous exam-250

ples including other 3D scanning techniques such as Binary Stripe Projection251

(BSP), Phase Shifting (PS) and Takedas’ approach (Tak). Figure 11 shows252

the Ramp-Peaks reconstructed surfaces obtained by: (a) proposed approach253

(D3D), (b) Takedas’ approach (Tak), (c) a three steps phase shifting tech-254

nique (PS) and (d) a 8 bits Binary codded stripes approach (BCS). The255

RMSE is normalized with respect to surface amplitude and the number of256

projected patterns that each method requires is also specified below each257

image.

Figure 11: Results for the Ramp-Peaks example joint with the numerical error and the

number of projected pattern each technique requires.

258

In a second set of experiments, real data from the Texas Database is con-259

sidered. Figure 12 shows the simulated images for each scanning technique260

after projecting each pattern over a test surface and Figure 13 illustrates261

the results obtained for some arbitrary test faces. While Takedas’ and PS262

approaches perform extremely well for simple examples, in more complex sce-263

narios the unwrapping steps become more challenging and can lead to errors264

(see e.g. the third and fourth columns of Fig. 13). On the other hand Binary265

coded stripes methods are very robust and as the measurements are absolute266
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Figure 12: Illustration of input images for a test face of the Texas Database.

.
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(each pixel’s depth is determined without considering the other ones), this267

technique is very useful when we have to deal with heavy discontinuities or268

isolated regions. Of course the main drawback of PS and BCS techniques is269

that they require multiple images to achieve one single reconstruction, hence270

they are in practice more complicated to implement. For example, a syn-271

chronization between the camera and the projector is needed and also the272

scene must be rigid (or quasi-static). The code of our implementation of273

each algorithm as well as some implementation concerns (discussed in the274

comments of the code) can be found at authors’ web page.275

On field parameters evaluation276

Until now, we have identified the most important sources of error and277

characteristics of the proposed technique. In addition, we have explored and278

evaluated the impact of the integration step and compared D3D with other279

popular 3D scanning techniques. In this new set of experiments we propose to280

evaluate the impact of varying fringes’ period and the power of the projected281

light. To that end, we manufacture an hemispherical surface (with a radius282

of 40mm) using a lathe with which we could achieve a precision of the order283

of 0.1mm.284

In a first experiment, we projected several patterns over our test surface285

varying fringes’ period as illustrated in Fig. 14. We explore two different codi-286

fication strategies of vertical and horizontal fringes, multiplying and summing287

it. Figure 15 shows an example of (a) the ground truth gradient field, (b) the288

estimated gradient gradient field, (c) the error between true and estimated289

gradient field, and (d) the surface reconstructed from the estimated gradient290

field. For the quantitative analysis we isolated the borders of the sphere,291
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Figure 13: Results over some faces of Texas Database.
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because this region presents discontinuities in x and y partial derivatives and292

we already investigate the impact of such kind of errors. In the present set293

experiments we want to identify and quantify the effect of new sources of294

error.

Figure 14: Left images, illustrates some of the acquired images when we projected summed

(first row) and multiplied (second row) vertical and horizontal fringes. On the right we

show the obtained RMSE over the gradients fields for different fringes widths.

295

In a second set of experiments, we introduce some arbitrary ambient il-296

lumination and varied the power of the projected pattern. The idea was to297

investigate the impact of uncontrolled sources of light that may affect the298

perceived deformation of the projected pattern. We measure the intensity of299

the incident ambient illumination which was approximately 0.9µW/mm2, we300

project patterns starting from a intensity of 0.01µW/mm2 up to 3.1µW/mm2.301

Figure 16 shows some of the acquired images when we projected summed302

(first row) and multiplied (second row) vertical and horizontal fringes while303

varying patterns’ intensity; the right plot shows the obtained RMSE over the304

gradients fields.305

From the first experiment, we can see that fringes’ width up to 18px306
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Figure 15: (a) Ground truth gradient field, (b) estimated gradient gradient field, (c) error

between true and estimated gradient field and (d) surface reconstructed from the estimated

gradient field.

leads4 to an error below the 10%, for larger fringe width the error increase307

significantly. On the other hand, concerning pattern intensity, the experi-308

mental results suggest that a pattern with a intensity of the order 20% of309

the ambient illumination intensity is enough to achieve a root-mean-squared310

error below the 10%. This relatively low amount of required intensity may be311

418 pixels measured in the camera sensor, correspond in this setup to 4.5mm in the

reference plane and 6 pixels on projector sensor.
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Figure 16: Left images, illustrates some of the acquired images when we projected summed

(first row) and multiplied (second row) vertical and horizontal fringes. On the right we

show the obtained RMSE over the gradients fields for different relations between the

background light and pattern’s light power (background light intensity was approximately

0.9µW/mm2) .

due to the fact that we are looking at high spacial frequencies of the acquired312

image, while ambient illumination tend to concentrate its power in the low313

spacial frequencies.314

Last experiment: Scanning a moving subject315

In this last experiment we present the results of projecting the proposed316

rectangular pattern over a person face while it was speaking and moving. As317

the proposed technique requires the projection of a unique binary pattern,318

in order to reconstruct a dynamic scene we just need to acquire a standard319

video sequence of the test surface while the proposed (binary and static)320

pattern is being projected. Figure 17 shows some frames of the acquired321

video, while Fig. 18 shows the raw gradient field obtained by measuring322

fringes’ blending explained previously. Figure 19 shows the reconstruction323

results after integrating the estimated gradient field (following a weighted324
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Figure 17: Some frames of the input video.

least squares approach). As we can see, the proposed technique is capable to325

capture fine details of the 3D shape of the observed surface, even for a moving326

and complex surface while keeping very low hardware and computational327

requirements.328

4. Conclusions329

In this work a novel gradient approach was extended which allows us330

to retrieve in a very straightforward manner the depth gradient map. An331

analytical description and a geometrical interpretation of the proposed tech-332

nique were provided which allow us to identify some practical error sources333

and limitations of the presented approach. As we have shown, the two main334

error sources are: (a) smooth regions of the image (where fringes present a335

local maximum or minimum), and (b) surface discontinuities. Experiments336
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Figure 18: Raw frames of estimated gradient field.

Figure 19: Frames of the retrieved surface.
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suggest that the first kind of errors can be overcome by preprocessing the in-337

put gradient field with a nonlinear filter (e.g. a simple median like filter). On338

the other hand, we showed that discontinuous can be retrieved by estimating339

a discontinuity map which guides the integration process.340

In order to obtain the depth map from the retrieved gradient field, it341

is necessary to integrate it. To this end we can follow different integration342

approaches, each of them with its own advantages and drawback. In the343

present work we briefly describe (in the appendix) and used some popular344

integration techniques.345

Experiments were presented with simple and complex synthetic data, as346

well as real dynamic data. The presented approach was tested and compared347

to other common scanning techniques such as Binary Stripes Projection,348

Phase Shifting and Takeda’s techniques.349

The procedure for 3D-shape retrieval described in the present work has350

various advantages with respect to other fringe projection methods presented351

in the literature. Firstly, image partial derivatives can be computed in a ex-352

tremely fast and efficient manner. Secondly, as high frequency fringes are353

projected the proposed method is robust under smooth ambient illumina-354

tion and/or surface’s reflectivity variations. Thirdly, instead of the disparity355

itself, we are computing partial derivatives which are extremely useful to356

extract 3D features of the scene. This is particularly important in those357

applications[35, 36] in which gradients depth are required, e.g. to have in-358

variant SIFT descriptors[37], perform 3D face recognition[38, 39, 36], gesture359

detection[40] or objects segmentation[41]. Finally as only one binary pattern360

is used, no complicated calibration steps are required (such as color calibra-361
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tion or gamma correction), nor synchronization between the projector device362

and the camera.363
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Appendix A: Summary of integration approaches368

Least Squares Approach369

Suppose that Z : Ω ⊂ R2 → R is the surface obtained by integrating a370

given gradient field (p, q) : Ω → R2) using some algorithm. One always can371

write,372

(Zx, Zy) = (p, q) + (ε1, ε2) (15)

where the subindex x and y represents x and y partial derivatives respectively373

and (ε1, ε2) represents a residual gradient field which is added to the given374

non-integrable field to make it integrable.375

The least squares solution is obtained by minimizing the energy function:376

ELS[u] =

∫
Ω

(
(ux − p)2 + (uy − q)2

)
dx dy =

∫
Ω

(
ε21 + ε22

)
dx dy (16)

and hence ZLS = argmin{ELS[u]} is the solution which minimized the377

squared error. This solution can be seen as the orthogonal projection of378

the gradient field (p, q) onto the subspace of integrable gradient field. The379
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Euler-Lagrange equation of (16) gives the Poisson equation:380 
∇2Z = div(p, q)

(Zx − p)ν1 = 0 on ∂Ω

(Zy − q)ν2 = 0 on ∂Ω

(17)

where νi is the i-th component of the outward unit normal on ∂Ω.381

We can find a numerical solution of Eqs. 17 using finite differences and382

vectoring the 2D matrices in lexicographical ordering Eqs 16 can be trans-383

formed into a linear and sparse equation system Ax = b.384

Fankot-Chellappa Approach385

Frankot and Chellappa (FC) proposed an integration method that en-386

forces integrability by projecting the input gradient field (p, q) onto the sub-387

space of integrable gradient fields. This method is mathematically equivalent388

to the minimization procedure described in the previous section, but in this389

case the minimization is achieved by a projection in the Fourier domain390

which can be done in a very efficient manner using Fast Fourier Transform391

algorithm and Fourier properties.392

Using Fourier Basis, a surface Z : Ω→ R can be represented by:393

Z(x, y) =

∫
F {Z}(ωx,ωy) e

j(ωx,ωy)·(x,y) dωxdωy. (18)

where F {Z} is the Fourier transform of Z defined as:394

F {Z(x, y)} =
1

2π

∫
Z(x, y)e−j(ωx,ωy)·(x,y) dxdy. (19)

The derivatives of the Fourier basis functions possess the following useful395

properties,396

F
{
∂Z

∂i

}
= jωiF {Z} i = x, y. (20)
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Thus it is straightforward that the solution of the Poisson equation which397

minimizes 16 can be computed as:398

Z = F−1

{
−jωxF {p} − jωyF {q}

ω2
x + ω2

y

}
. (21)

M-estimator Approach399

As we mention in the previously, L2-norm is very sensitive to the presence400

of outliers, we can reduce the effect of outliers by introducing weight on the401

error functional i.e.402

Ek
M [u] =

∫
Ω

(
w(εk−1

1 )(ux − p)2 + w(εk−1
2 )(uy − q)2

)
dx dy. (22)

The weights (wx = w(εk−1
1 ), wy = w(εk−1

2 )) at step k depend on the residual403

error at k − 1 step using some function w(·) that is: symmetric, positive-404

definite and chosen to be less increasing than square. In this iterative method,405

we solve in each step the weighted Poisson equation:406

div(wx Zx, wy Zy) = div(wx p, wy q). (23)

With the solution of Eq. 23 we obtain the new weights by evaluating at each407

point the residuals ε1, ε2 and we repeat this procedure until convergence.408

Anisotropic Diffusion Approach409

Another alternative to handle outliers and errors while keeping the L2-410

norm to penalize errors, is to calculate a weight map from the available411

information in the input gradient field (p, q).412

The technique we will describe is based on Anisotropic Diffusion (AD)413

ideas proposed in the context of image restoration [42] and multi-scale image414

analysis [43]. We will focus on the ideas proposed by J. Weickert [44, 45] and415
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we will adapt the general framework to the integration problem. Instead of416

solving the Poisson equation given by Eq. (17), the differential equation417

divxy (D · ∇u) = divxy (D · (p, q)) . (24)

is considered. D represents an affine transformation (2×2 symmetric matrix418

for each x, y). The above equation can be thought as the Euler-Lagrange419

equation of the following energy function:420

E[u] =

∫
Ω

(d11(ux − p)2 + (d12 + d21)(ux − p)(uy − q)

+d22(uy − q)2)dxdy

(25)

where dij(x, y) can be interpreted as weights on the gradient field. Intuitively,421

the main idea is to identify features such as borders and exploit local coher-422

ence to guide the integration through smooth and coherent areas, avoiding423

large discontinuities and noisy points. To this end, the affine transformation424

D is obtained considering p and q and calculating (for each (x, y)) the 2× 2425

matrix426

H(x, y) = (p q)T (p q). (26)

The resulting matrix H has an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors v1 and v2,427

where v1 is parallel to the local gradient and v2 is perpendicular to it. H can428

be rewritten as429

H =
[
v1 v2

] µ1 0

0 µ2

 vT1

vT2

 . (27)

In order to penalize large gradients, H eigenvectors are modified following430
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[44],431 
λ2 = 1

λ1 =

 1 if µ1 = 0

β + 1− exp (−3.315/µ4
1) if µ1 > 0

(28)

and finally the tensor is obtained preserving H orientation but with the432

modified eigenvalues:433

D =
[
v1 v2

] λ1 0

0 λ2

 vT1

vT2

 . (29)

The parameter β in Eq. (28) was introduced in [32] to ensure positive-434

definiteness of D but was not mentioned in [43] and [45]. We set β = 0.02 in435

order to maintain consistency with [32].436

L1-norm Approach437

Methods that minimizes L2-norm of the error e.g. LS and FC are very438

sensitive to the presence of outliers because of the quadratic growth of the439

penalty function. To solve this problem we can either use a different error440

norm so that outliers have less influence in the global error, or keep the L2-441

norm but introduce weight to handle outliers and corrupt measurements. In442

this section we present a L1-norm method and in the following section we443

shall explore weighed techniques.444

Instead of minimizing the Energy function defined in Eq. 16 Du et al.445

[46] define the energy function:446

EL1[u] =

∫
Ω

(|ux − p|+ |uy − q|) dx dy =

∫
Ω

(|ε1|+ |ε2|) dx dy. (30)

The main challenge of minimizing the L1 error is that it is not differentiable447

and hence more complicated optimization techniques should be considered.448
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Du et. al. redefine the minimization problem of the functional 30 as,449 

{u, a, b} = argmin

{∫
Ω

(a(x, y) + b(x, y))dx dy

}
st. ux − p ≤ a

ux − p ≥ −a

uy − q ≤ b

uy − q ≥ −b

a ≥ 0 b ≥ 0

(31)

Using finite differences we can transform the previous minimization prob-450

lem in a constrained linear problem (LP) where the target function and the451

constraints are both linear in the variables u, a and b.452
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